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WATER AND NATURAL RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT
JULIA D. BERRY
DIRECTOR

200 W. Fourth St.
Suite 3100
Madera, CA 93637
(559) 675-7821
FAX (559) 675-6573
mcwater@madera-county.com

January 27, 2017

To Whom it May Concern,
The County of Madera (County) is writing to inform your agency of the County's decision to
initiate the process to become a Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) for a portion of the
lands within the Chowchilla Subbasin boundary, see Exhibit A The County is comprised of three
subbasins: (1) the Madera Subbasin, (2) the Delta-Mendota Subbasin and (3) the Chowchilla
Subbasin. The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) requires local public
agencies who want to manage groundwater to follow a public process to become a GSA Any
local agency that has land use, water supply, or water management responsibilities can elect to
become a GSA within its political boundaries.
The County intends to commence the GSA formation process, see enclosed notification. The
commencement of this process is part of an overall strategy by the County to file with the
Department of Water Resources after the other agencies in each subbasin completed or initiated
the GSA formation process. This strategy was followed with a goal of insuring coverage for the
entire subbasins to achieve compliance with SGMA. Madera County looks forward to
cooperating with your agency in the development and implementation of the Groundwater
Sustainability Plan (GSP) to preserve our local resources.
Sincerely,

J�¼

Julia D. Berry
Director, Madera County
Water and Natural Resources Department
Enclosures: Exhibit A - GSA Boundaries
Madera County Service Area
Notice of Intent

Exhibit A
County of Madera Resolution Electing to Form the Madera County Groundwater Sustainability
Agency Within the Chowchilla Groundwater Subbasin and Map
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Exhibit A

Triangle T Water District and Proposed GSA
ChowchillaWD_GSA
1

County of Madera GSA

B118 DWR Groundwater Subbasin Boundary

Triangle T Water District

County Boundary
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GSA Boundary Map

Exhibit B
Notice of Public Hearing

Triangle T Water District GSA
List of Interested Parties
As required by Water Code section 10723.8(a)(4), the Triangle T Water District developed a
list of interested parties, and this list will continue to be amended as necessary during the
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (“GSP”) development process. As required by the
Sustainability Groundwater Management Act (“SGMA”), the District will consider all
beneficial uses and users of groundwater within the Subbasin, as well as those responsible
for developing GSPs. The District will solicit feedback and participate in discussions with
interested parties during GSP development. These interests include, but are not limited to
the following:
•

Holders of overlying groundwater rights, including:
o Agriculture users.
The District’s Board of Directors is comprised of five members, each representing the
agricultural water users within the district. Therefore, agricultural users are exclusively
represented on the District’s governing board.
o Domestic well owners.
There are domestic wells within the GSA, however, based on the understanding of
groundwater conditions that currently exist, or are likely to exist in the foreseeable
future, the GSA anticipates that the plan will exclude domestic wells.

•

Municipal well operators.
The City of Chowchilla and others operate municipal wells within the Subbasin, but not
within the District’s service area. The District has been meeting regularly with
municipal well operations within the Subbasin to discuss implementation SGMA, and
will continue to do so.

•

Public water systems.
The District has identified public water systems operated by Madera County, AlviewDairyland School District and the City of Chowchilla within the Subbasin. The District
will continue to work with these agencies and others identified at a later date
throughout the SGMA implementation process.

•

Local land use planning agencies.
Again, the District has been meeting regularly with the City of Chowchilla and Merced
and Madera County to discuss implementation SGMA, and will continue to do so.

•

Environmental users of groundwater.
The District is working to identify agencies advocating for environmental uses within
the Basin and will work with those entities in developing the GSA.

•

Surface water users, if there is a hydrologic connection between surface and
groundwater flows.

The District has a working relationship with numerous surface water users, including
the Chowchilla Water District and private riparian and appropriative water right holds,
within the basin through its participation in the Chowchilla Subbasin GSA group.
•

The federal government, including, but not limited to, the military and managers of
federal lands. N/A

•

California Native American tribes. N/A

•

Disadvantaged communities, including, but not limited to, those served by private
domestic wells or small community water systems.
The District and Subbasin working group has identified disadvantaged communities
within the basin from DWR’s web page, and will cooperate with Madera and Merced
Counties to work with any disadvantaged communities within the Subbasin relying on
groundwater supplies.

•

Entities listed in Water Code section 10927 that are monitoring and reporting
groundwater elevations in all or a part of a groundwater basin managed by the
GSA.
Again, the District has been meeting regularly with the Chowchilla Water District, City
of Chowchilla and Madera and Merced Counties to discuss implementation SGMA, and
will continue to do so.

•

The District intends to work cooperatively with other agencies, water providers, and other
interested stakeholders within Merced and Madera Counties, and the State of California,
regarding the sustainable management of groundwater within the Subbasins. The District
intends to use its existing Board of Directors for governance purposes.
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GLOSSARY
This Glossary includes terms from a variety of legal and administrative sources relevant to SGMA and GSP
development. These sources include:
•
•
•
•
•

California Water Code Section 10721, Sustainable Groundwater Management Definitions (CWC
Section 10721)
California Code of Regulations Title 23 Section 341, Groundwater Basin Boundaries Definitions
(23 CCR Section 341)
California Code of Regulations Title 23 Section 351, Groundwater Sustainability Plan Definitions
(23 CCR Section 351)
DWR Bulletin 118 Definitions, updated 2003 (B118, 2003)
Locally defined terms used in the GSP

The source of each term is provided in the citation following that term. Page numbers are included when
a definition is not found in the referenced document’s definitions or glossary. Additional information
regarding each source are summarized at the end of this glossary.
Adjudication Action. The action filed in the superior or federal district court to determine the rights to
extract groundwater from a basin or store water within a basin, including, but not limited to, actions to
quiet title respecting rights to extract or store groundwater or an action brought to impose a physical
solution on a basin. (CWC Section 10721)
Administrative Adjustment. The basin or subbasin boundary adjustment by the Department that either
(1) amends existing basin or subbasin boundary data files to accurately reflect an unambiguous written
basin or subbasin boundary description as defined in Bulletin 118 or amended pursuant to this Part, or (2)
restates the description of a basin or subbasin boundary to more precisely reflect a mapped basin or
subbasin boundary consistent with the original description. (B118, 2003)
Agency. The groundwater sustainability agency as defined in the Act. (23 CCR Section 351)
Agricultural Water Management Plan. The plan adopted pursuant to the Agricultural Water
Management Planning Act as described in Part 2.8 of Division 6 of the Water Code, commencing with
Section 10800 et seq. (23 CCR Section 351)
Alternative. The alternative to a Plan described in Water Code Section 10733.6. (23 CCR Section 351)
Annual Report. The report required by Water Code §10728. (23 CCR Section 351)
Aquifer. The three-dimensional body of porous and permeable sediment or sedimentary rock that
contains sufficient saturated material to yield significant quantities of groundwater to wells and springs,
as further defined or characterized in Bulletin 118. (B118, 2003)
Baseline or Baseline Conditions. The historical information used to project future conditions for
hydrology, water demand, and availability of surface water and to evaluate potential sustainable
management practices of a basin. (23 CCR Section 351)
Basin Setting. The information about the physical setting, characteristics, and current conditions of the
basin as described by the Agency in the hydrogeologic conceptual model, the groundwater conditions,
and the water budget, pursuant to Sub article 2 of Article 5. (23 CCR Section 351)
Basin. Defined in the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act as a groundwater basin or subbasin
identified and defined in Bulletin 118. Unless the context indicates otherwise, those terms are further
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defined as follows: (1) The term basin shall refer to an area specifically defined as a basin or groundwater
basin in Bulletin 118, and shall refer generally to an aquifer or stacked series of aquifers with reasonably
well-defined boundaries in a lateral direction, based on features that significantly impede groundwater
flow, and a definable bottom, as further defined or characterized in Bulletin 118. (2) The term subbasin
shall refer to an area specifically defined as a subbasin or groundwater subbasin in Bulletin 118 and shall
refer generally to any subdivision of a basin based on geologic and hydrologic barriers or institutional
boundaries, as further described or defined in Bulletin 118. (B118, 2003)
Basin. The groundwater basin or subbasin identified and defined in Bulletin 118 or as modified pursuant
to Water Code 10722 et seq. (23 CCR Section 351)
Beneficial Use. Water in Bulletin 118 references 23 categories of water uses identified by the State Water
Resource Control Board and are listed and briefly described in Appendix E. (B118, 2003)
Best Available Science. The use of sufficient and credible information and data, specific to the decision
being made and the time frame available for making that decision, that is consistent with scientific and
engineering professional standards of practice. (23 CCR Section 351)
Best Management Practice. The practice, or combination of practices, that are designed to achieve
sustainable groundwater management and have been determined to be technologically and economically
effective, practicable, and based on best available science. §351. (23 CCR Section 351)
Board. The State Water Resources Control Board. (23 CCR Section 351)
Bulletin 118. The department’s report entitled “California’s Groundwater: Bulletin 118” updated in 2003,
as it may be subsequently updated or revised in accordance with § 12924. (CWC Section 10721)
CASGEM. The California Statewide Groundwater Elevation Monitoring Program developed by the
Department pursuant to Water Code Section 10920 et seq., or as amended. (23 CCR Section 351)
Condition of Long-Term Overdraft. The condition of a groundwater basin where the average annual
amount of water extracted for a long-term period, generally 10 years or more, exceeds the long-term
average annual supply of water to the basin, plus any temporary surplus. Overdraft during a period of
drought is not sufficient to establish a condition of long-term overdraft if extractions and recharge are
managed as necessary to ensure that reductions in groundwater levels or storage during a period of
drought are offset by increases in groundwater levels or storage during other periods. (CWC Section
10721)
Coordination Agreement. The legal agreement adopted between two or more groundwater sustainability
agencies that provides the basis for coordinating multiple agencies or groundwater sustainability plans
within a basin pursuant to this part. (CWC Section 10721)
Data Gap. The lack of information that significantly affects the understanding of the basin setting or
evaluation of the efficacy of Plan implementation and could limit the ability to assess whether a basin is
being sustainably managed. (23 CCR Section 351)
Existing Stored Groundwater. Groundwater that is already underground from centuries of accumulated
native groundwater. Historic pumping has been diminishing the existing stored groundwater at rates
greater than the native groundwater can sustain, causing overdraft and unsustainable conditions. If more
water is pumped from a basin than what is added from Native Groundwater and Introduced Groundwater,
this water comes from the Existing Stored Groundwater. Continuing to use this previously stored
groundwater will continue to exacerbate overdraft conditions. Temporarily using some of this water
during the transition to sustainability will likely continue to cause lowering of groundwater levels.
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Groundwater Dependent Ecosystem. The ecological communities or species that depend on groundwater
emerging from aquifers or on groundwater occurring near the ground surface. (23 CCR Section 351)
Groundwater Flow. The volume and direction of groundwater movement into, out of, or throughout a
basin. (23 CCR Section 351)
Groundwater in Storage. The quantity of water in the zone of saturation. (B118, 2003)
Groundwater Overdraft. The condition of a groundwater basin in which the amount of water withdrawn
by pumping exceeds the amount of water that recharges the basin over a period of years during which
water supply conditions approximate average conditions. (B118, 2003)
Groundwater Recharge or Recharge. The augmentation of groundwater by natural or artificial means.
(CWC Section 10721)
Groundwater Storage Capacity. The volume of void space that can be occupied by water in a given volume
of a formation, aquifer, or groundwater basin. (B118, 2003)
Groundwater Sustainability Agency. One or more local agencies that implement the provisions of this
part. For purposes of imposing fees pursuant to Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 10730) or taking
action to enforce a groundwater sustainability plan, Groundwater Sustainability Agency also means each
local agency comprising the groundwater sustainability agency if the plan authorizes separate agency
action. (CWC Section 10721)
Groundwater. Water beneath the surface of the earth within the zone below the water table in which the
soil is completely saturated with water but does not include water that flows in known and definite
channels. (CWC Section 10721)
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Model. The description of the geologic and hydrologic framework governing
the occurrence of groundwater and its flow through and across the boundaries of a basin and the general
groundwater conditions in a basin or subbasin. (23 CCR Section 341)
Interconnected Surface Water. The surface water that is hydraulically connected at any point by a
continuous saturated zone to the underlying aquifer and the overlying surface water is not completely
depleted. (23 CCR Section 351)
Interested Parties. The persons and entities on the list of interested persons established by the Agency
pursuant to Water Code Section 10723.4. (23 CCR Section 351)
Interim Milestone. The target value representing measurable groundwater conditions, in increments of
five years, set by an Agency as part of a Plan. (23 CCR Section 351)
Introduced Groundwater. Water that is added to the sustainable yield of groundwater supply derived
from percolation of imported surface water. This can be the directly through groundwater replenishment
projects or groundwater banking or can be indirectly through percolation from irrigation and unlined
canals.
Management Area. The area within a basin for which the Plan may identify different minimum thresholds,
measurable objectives, monitoring, or projects and management actions based on differences in water
use sector, water source type, geology, aquifer characteristics, or other factors. (23 CCR Section 351)
Measurable Objectives. The specific, quantifiable goals for the maintenance or improvement of specified
groundwater conditions that have been included in an adopted Plan to achieve the sustainability goal for
the basin. (23 CCR Section 351)
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Minimum Threshold. The numeric value for each sustainability indicator used to define undesirable
results. (23 CCR Section 351)
Monitoring Protocols. Designed to detect changes in groundwater levels, groundwater quality, inelastic
surface subsidence for basins for which subsidence has been identified as a potential problem, and flow
and quality of surface water that directly affect groundwater levels or quality or are caused by
groundwater extraction in the basin. The monitoring protocols shall be designed to generate information
that promotes efficient and effective groundwater management. §10727.2. Required Plan Elements.
(CWC Section 10721)
NAD83. The North American Datum of 1983 computed by the National Geodetic Survey, or as modified.
Native Groundwater. Water naturally infiltrating into the groundwater from precipitation and
runoff. This is the average quantity of water annually added to the groundwater budget from rain, rivers,
and streams, and reflects the portion of estimated sustainable yield of the groundwater supply that is not
derived from imported surface water.
NAVD88. The North American Vertical Datum of 1988 computed by the National Geodetic Survey, or as
modified. (23 CCR Section 351)
Plain Language. The language that the intended audience can readily understand and use because that
language is concise, well-organized, uses simple vocabulary, avoids excessive acronyms and technical
language, and follows other best practices of plain language writing. (23 CCR Section 351)
Plan Implementation. The Agency’s exercise of the powers and authorities described in the Act, which
commences after an Agency adopts and submits a Plan or Alternative to the Department and begins
exercising such powers and authorities. (23 CCR Section 351)
Plan Manager. An employee or authorized representative of an Agency, or Agencies, appointed through
a coordination agreement or other agreement, who has been delegated management authority for
submitting the Plan and serving as the point of contact between the Agency and the Department. (23 CCR
Section 351)
Plan. The groundwater sustainability plan as defined in the Act. (23 CCR Section 351)
Planning and Implementation Horizon. The 50-year time period over which a groundwater sustainability
agency determines that plans and measures will be implemented in a basin to ensure that the basin is
operated within its sustainable yield. (CWC Section 10721)
Principal Aquifers. The aquifers or aquifer systems that store, transmit, and yield significant or economic
quantities of groundwater to wells, springs, or surface water systems. (23 CCR Section 351)
Qualified Map. The geologic map of a scale no smaller than 1:250,000 that is published by the U. S.
Geological Survey or the California Geological Survey, or is a map published as part of a geologic
investigation conducted by a state or federal agency, or is a geologic map prepared and signed by a
Professional Geologist that is acceptable to the Department. (23 CCR Section 341)
Recharge Area. The area that supplies water to an aquifer in a groundwater basin. (CWC Section 10721)
Reference Point. The permanent, stationary and readily identifiable mark or point on a well, such as the
top of casing, from which groundwater level measurements are taken, or other monitoring site. (23 CCR
Section 351)
Representative Monitoring. The monitoring site within a broader network of sites that typifies one or
more conditions within the basin or an area of the basin. (23 CCR Section 351)
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Safe Yield. The maximum quantity of water that can be continuously withdrawn from a groundwater basin
without adverse effect. (B118, 2003)
Saturated Zone. The zone in which all interconnected openings are filled with water, usually underlying
the unsaturated zone. (B118, 2003)
Seasonal High. The highest annual static groundwater elevation that is typically measured in the Spring
and associated with stable aquifer conditions following a period of lowest annual groundwater demand.
(23 CCR Section 351)
Seasonal Low. The lowest annual static groundwater elevation that is typically measured in the Summer
or Fall and associated with a period of stable aquifer conditions following a period of highest annual
groundwater demand. (23 CCR Section 351)
Seawater Intrusion. The advancement of seawater into a groundwater supply that results in degradation
of water quality in the basin and includes seawater from any source. (23 CCR Section 351)
Statutory Deadline. The date by which an Agency must be managing a basin pursuant to an adopted Plan,
as described in Water Code Sections 10720.7 or 10722.4. (23 CCR Section 351)
Sustainability Goal. The existence and implementation of one or more groundwater sustainability plans
that achieve sustainable groundwater management by identifying and causing the implementation of
measures targeted to ensure that the applicable basin is operated within its sustainable yield. (CWC
Section 10721)
Sustainability Indicator. The effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring throughout the basin
that, when significant and unreasonable, cause undesirable results, as described in Water Code §10721(x).
(23 CCR Section 351)
Sustainable Groundwater Management. The management and use of groundwater in a manner that can
be maintained during the planning and implementation horizon without causing undesirable results.
(CWC Section 10721)
Sustainable Yield. The maximum quantity of water calculated over a base period representative of longterm conditions in the basin and including any temporary surplus, that can be withdrawn annually from a
groundwater supply without causing an undesirable result. (CWC Section 10721)
Technical Study. The geologic or hydrologic report prepared and published by a state or federal agency,
or a study published in a peer-reviewed scientific journal, or a report prepared and signed by a
Professional Geologist or by a Professional Engineer. (23 CCR Section 341)
Uncertainty. The lack of understanding of the basin setting that significantly affects an Agency’s ability to
develop sustainable management criteria and appropriate projects and management actions in a Plan, or
to evaluate the efficacy of Plan implementation, and therefore may limit the ability to assess whether a
basin is being sustainably managed. (23 CCR Section 351)
Undesirable Result. One or more of the following effects caused by groundwater conditions occurring
throughout the basin: (1) Chronic lowering of groundwater levels indicating a significant and unreasonable
depletion of supply if continued over the planning and implementation horizon. Overdraft during a period
of drought is not sufficient to establish a chronic lowering of groundwater levels if extractions and
groundwater recharge are managed as necessary to ensure that reductions in groundwater levels or
storage during a period of drought are offset by increases in groundwater levels or storage during other
periods. (2) Significant and unreasonable reduction of groundwater storage. (3) Significant and
unreasonable seawater intrusion. (4) Significant and unreasonable degraded water quality, including the
migration of contaminant plumes that impair water supplies. (5) Significant and unreasonable land
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subsidence that substantially interferes with surface land uses. (6) Depletions of interconnected surface
water that have significant and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.
(CWC Section 10721)
Urban Water Management Plan. The plan adopted pursuant to the Urban Water Management Planning
Act as described in Part 2.6 of Division 6 of the Water Code, commencing with Section 10610 et seq. (23
CCR Section 351)
Water Budget. The accounting of the total groundwater and surface water entering and leaving a basin
including the changes in the amount of water stored. (CWC Section 10721)
Water Source Type. The source from which water is derived to meet the applied beneficial uses, including
groundwater, recycled water, reused water, and surface water sources identified as Central Valley Project,
the State Water Project, the Colorado River Project, local supplies, and local imported supplies. (23 CCR
Section 351)
Water Use Sector. The categories of water demand based on the general land uses to which the water is
applied, including urban, industrial, agricultural, managed wetlands, managed recharge, and native
vegetation. (23 CCR Section 351)
Water Year Type. The classification provided by the Department to assess the amount of annual
precipitation in a basin. (23 CCR Section 351)
Water Year. The period from October 1 through the following September 30, inclusive. (CWC Section
10721)
Water Year. The period from October 1 through the following September 30, inclusive, as defined in the
Act. (23 CCR Section 351)
Wellhead Protection Area. The surface and subsurface area surrounding a water well or well field that
supplies a public water system through which contaminants are reasonably likely to migrate toward the
water well or well field. (CWC Section 10721)
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